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About This Game

An action-strategy fantasy defense game with fresh unique gameplay is now available on Steam.

Put four triangles together.

Compress the values of the stones.
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Use stones of 6 elements to execute various spells!

GAME FEATURES:

★ 9 epic stages, from the lowest dungeon to the highest peak!

★ Over 15 upgradable magic spells! Have your Wizard summon stone elementals and polymorph your enemies!

★ Over 30 different enemies, from Goblins to Dragons each with their own skills! Pirates, elves, vikings and more.

★ 30 collectable equipments: Choose your own clothes, weapon and magic staff to fight against the forces of evil!

★ Hours of gameplay with 30 achievements.

★ Extra challenge mode to each stage that will challenge your tactical skills and dexterity to the limit.

★ Great replay value.
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Title: Defend Your Kingdom
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Burning Pick Entertainment
Publisher:
Burning Pick Entertainment
Release Date: 27 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: Pentium 4, Celeron, Atom, Xeon

Memory: 250 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB Graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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A well made Riichi Mahjong game with a good variety of rulesets to choose from. An easy to understand interface with audio
and visual indicators make the game accessible even for people new to the game. The customizable color of the tiles and the
board make for a good extra touch.
The biggest issue still seems to be just finding people to play the game online, even though the bot support is also available.
Speaking of the bots, the AI could be a tad bit better, especially when playing with a mix of bots and real players.

Overall the game was a really nice idea, its hard to find a proper Riichi Mahjong game in English. Tenhou is a thing, but that's
in Japanese only.. It it appears that Paradox is deleting my negative review of this game. Criticism is not allowed its seems. As
so. I have decided to give the whole game and DLC a negatieve review. None of the buttons work in the Login page of options.
Can't edit profile or click support etc. The tutorial page doesn't show video... Lots of stuff broken, which shouldn't be! Shame..
Good game ruined by lazy devs. Finally trying to add friends, always says "Player cannot be found" what a complete load of
crap this is...

These Devs need sorting out.... Should be illegal to sell a game in such a student alpha indie state.. A good attempt at creating a
casual, puzzle game genre. Clearly great thought has gone into the puzzle aspects, but for me, on the oculus rift, I felt it needed
more polish. The graphics were indeed cute overload but the cat noises drove me to insanity. An excellent first foray into VR
games development but ultimately just not that fun. It has the potential for satisfaction to be baked into the game mechanics but
this hasn't been acted upon. I can't recommend this as it stands but I hope it get's improved and I'd be happy to revisit it. I've
recorded a YouTube review here -> https:\/\/youtu.be\/1kj1m9ZxURI
. Unlold Legend will not show up in game. Check out other post, others having same issue - poorly executed. You should be able
to see clear difference to world map or main screen options - but nothing. Played game all the way through and the extra content
never shows up.. A fun little game! Graphics and sounds are solid. Gameplay and AI are good too. Could use more content and
the creaters promised more. I haven't tried multiplayer yet.
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A really good dlc! Good for catching big fish!. Very fun and immersive game! Has you on your toes the entire time wondering
whats next!. Kept me entertained for a couple of hours. Nice simple fun but not a great deal of depth.. a huge struggle to join
friends, when you do its out of sync and lags badly, if you move rooms the whole process starts again.
the game is not worth the price in its current state.
. Make war, not love!. Do you smell that? (Sniff Sniff) Is that the smell of wet hot garbage on burning blacktop or this game
stinking up my game library? Now where did I put that refund button? Oh Thank goodness, here it is (Phew) that was a close
call!

The only crisis action that need to be taken in regards to this game is returning it ASAP.

What's that? You wanna know just how bad this game is, and why I feel so strongly about it. You can't handle the truth! If you
think you have the stomach for it though I've uploaded some gameplay for your viewing displeasure. Just don't say I didn't warn
you. Good Luck!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=m0PNvNXqfVI. Amazing for players of games such as Command and Conquer and
Dawn of War, or simply for amassing large armies.. Ten dollars? I remember when this was an itch.io project referenced on
reddit. I played it back then, and thought it was cute (it is), and its been on steam since last october. Not much has really
changed, and its a tad barebones. It's made with love, and it's a personal project, which counts, but it's about 7-8 dollars more
expensive than it should be. I reckon it will be overtaken by other such gardening simulators before long. Maybe they will add
gardens to SteamVR Home or Altspace and then the genre will collapse. Maybe "High Times" magazine will commission the
developer to develop a grow-room simulator. That game will sell. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bh03CbPTTBE
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